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hi, i recently purchased a ps3eye camera
and thought i would install the driver
provided by the camera manufacturer
(omnivision). i downloaded the
ps3eyesetup.2.0b81021 (md5:b12debb79d
0fda9e0ce0e816c1b13fde) and was able to
install the driver and run the test program.
however, when i go to skype settings (click
on camera icon) and select video settings it
says "no camera was found" and the same
thing happens when i try to run the cl-eye
test which tests my vision. i was thinking
that maybe the camera cant be detected
because i didnt install the driver correctly?
i'm not sure how to go about fixing this.
any help would be greatly appreciated.
thanks i recently purchased a ps3eye
camera and thought i would install the
driver provided by the camera
manufacturer (omnivision). i downloaded
the ps3eyesetup.2.0b81021 (md5:b12debb
79d0fda9e0ce0e816c1b13fde) and was
able to install the driver and run the test
program. however, when i go to skype
settings (click on camera icon) and select
video settings it says "no camera was
found" and the same thing happens when i
try to run the cl-eye test which tests my
vision. i was thinking that maybe the
camera cant be detected because i didnt
install the driver correctly? i'm not sure
how to go about fixing this. any help would
be greatly appreciated. thanks i am having
a similar problem. i downloaded the
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v2.0.05 driver yesterday and had to
reinstall the ps3eye camera driver. then i
ran the setup program again and it worked.
i wasnt able to test it though because i
couldnt get the fps to change. now that i
have the v3.0901 i cant even get 640x480
and 30 fps to work. what can i do? thanks!
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